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Shield dwarf stats



Yer late, elf! came the rough edge of a familiar voice. Bruenor Battlehammer was walking on the back of his dead enemy, ignoring the fact that the heavy monster lay on top of his elves friend. Despite the discomfort, the dwarf's long, shingly- and often broken nose and grey track, although the still fiery red
beard came as a welcome sight of Drizzt. I knew I'd find you in trouble if I came out and I looked for you! The kingdoms, rich in ancient big night, halls, including the roots of the mountains, the echoing of cucumbers and hammers in deep mines and burning mints, a commitment to clan and tradition, and a
fervent hatred of goblins and orbs – these common threads unite all the goblins. Short and stout daring and hardy, trolls are known as skilled warriors, miners, and workers of stone and metal. Although they stand below 1.5 m, the elves are so wide and compact that they can weigh as much as a man
standing almost two metres taller. Even their courage and stamina can easily match every major folk. Dwarf skin from deep brown to paler shade with red color, and the most common shades are light brown or deep tan, like certain tones of the earth. Their hair, worn long, but in simple styles, are usually
black, gray, or brown, although the paler dwarfs often have red hair. Male dwarfs value beards highly and care for them carefully. Long memory, Long Grudges Trolls can survive over 400 years, so the oldest living dwarfs often remember a very different world. For example, some of the oldest dwarfs living
in the Citadel Felbarr (in the world of forgotten worlds) can remember the day, more than three centuries ago, when the Orcs hit the fortress and took them into exile that lasted more than 250 years. This longevity gives them a view of a world that lacks short-lived races like humans and polling. The
dwarves are as solid and endurance as the mountains they love, permeating the passage of centuries with stoic endurance and small changes. They respect the traditions of their clans, trace their ancestor back to the founders of their best fortresses in the youth of the world, and do not leave these
traditions lightly. Part of these traditions is devotion to the gods of the goblins, who perpetuate dwarf ideals of wrong work, battle skills and devotion to forging. Individual trolls are determined and loyal, loyal to their word and determined in action, sometimes to the point of stubbornness. Many trolls have a
strong sense of justice and are slowly forgetting the injustices they have suffered. The mistake made by one midget is the wrong one to make to the entire dwarf clan, so what begins as a hunt for revenge of one midget can become a full-on clan prerod. The clans and kingdoms of the Dwarf Kingdom
stretch deep beneath the mountains, where dwarf mine gems and precious metals and forge objects of wonder. They love the beauty and art of precious metals and fine jewelry, and in some dwarfs this love festival in avarice. wealth they can't find in their mountains, they gain from trade. The ships didn't
go to them, so enterprising people and polling often handle the trade in dwarf goods along waterways. Trusted members of other races are welcome in dwarf settlements, although some areas are also out of bounds for them. The main unit of the dwarf society is the clan and the trolls greatly appreciate the
social situation. Even trolls who live far from their own realms value their clan identities and affiliations, recognize related dwarfs and swear at the names of their ancestors in swearing and curses. Being without a clan is the worst fate that a dwarf can have. Trolls in other countries are usually artisans,
especially weapons, armored personnel carriers and jewellers. Some become mercenaries or bodyguards, highly sought after by their courage and loyalty. Gods, gold and clan trolls who take on an adventurous life could be motivated by a desire for treasure – for their own purpose, for a certain purpose,
or even from an altruistic desire to help others. Other trolls are driven by command or inspiration of God, a direct call or simply a desire to bring glory to one of the dwarf gods. The Clan and its ancestors are also important motivators. The midget could seek to redress the lost honor of the clan, avenge the
ancient injustice suffered by the clan, or earn a new place within the clan after being exiled. Or the dwarf can search for an axe that was swung by a mighty ancestor lost on the battlefield centuries ago. Trolls get along well with most other races. The difference between an acquaintance and a friend is
about 100 years old, he is a midget who says it could be hyperbole, but it certainly points out how difficult it can be for a member of a short-lived race, such as humans, to earn dwarf confidence. Elves. It's not a good idea to depend on the dwarves. I don't know what the thumb will do next; When the
hammer meets the orc's head, they begin singing to draw the sword. They're flying and they're frivolous. Two things to be said for them: they don't have a lot of blacksmiths, but those who have a very good job. And when the orci or goblins come down from the mountains, it's good to have a vilin on your
back. Maybe not as good as a midget, but no doubt they hate orcas just like we do. Of course they're nice people. But show me the half-hero. Empire, triumphant army. Even a treasure for the time that half-hands made. Nothing. How can you take them seriously? People. You take the time to get a man
into life, and until then, the man is on his deathbed. If you're lucky, she's got a country girl - a daughter or a granddaughter, maybe - who has her hands and heart as good as hers. That's when you can make a human friend. And watch them go! They've set their hearts on something, they're going to get it,
whether it's the dragon's walk or the throne of the empire. You have to admire that kind of devotion, even if it's more likely to get them into trouble than not. Dwarf names dwarf's name was given to the elder of the clan, with tradition. Each correct-applied name has been used and reused over generations.
Dwarf's name belongs to the clan, not to the individual. A midget who abuses or brings shame to a clan name is stripped of its name and by law prohibited from using any dwarf name in its place. Male names: Adrik, Alberich, Baern, Barendd, Brottor, Bruenor, Dain, Darrak, Delg, Eberk, Einkil, Fargrim,
Flint, Gardain, Harbek, Kildrak, Morgran, Orsik, Oskar, Rangrim, Rurik, Taklinn, Torin, Tordek, Traubon, Travok, Ulfgar, Veit, Vondal Women's names: Amber, Artin, Audhild, Bardryn, Dagnal, Diesa, Eldeth, Falkrunn, Finellen, Gunnloda, Gurdis, Helja, Hlin, Kathra, Kristryd, Ilde, Liftrasa, Mardred,
Riswynn, Sannl, Torbera, Torgga, Vistra Clan Names: Balderk Battle, Battlehammer, Brawn , Dankil, Fireforge, Frostbeard, Gorunn, Holderhek, Ironfist, Loderr, Lutgehr, Rumnaheim, Strakeln, Torunn, Ungart Two main wattle elves inhabit the worlds of D&amp;D: mountain d&amp;d and mountain sticks.
Select one of these straits or from another source. Duergar, or grey dwarfs live in towns deep in Underdark. These evil, sneaky slave traders attack the surface for prisoners, and then sell their prey to other underdark races. They have the magic ability to become invisible and to temporarily grow to a huge
size. Dwarf traits Your dwarf character has the amortity of born abilities, part and pack of dwarf nature. Assessment of the ability To increase your constitution score increases by 2. Trolls mature the same as humans, but apply to young people until they reach the age of 50. On average, they live about
350 years. Most midgets are legitimate, they firmly believe in the benefits of a well-commissioned society. They also have a strong sense of fair play and a belief that everyone deserves to share the benefits of a just order. Trolls stand between 4 and 5 feet tall and average around 150 pounds. Your size is
Medium. Your basic walking speed is 25 meters. Your speed is not reduced by wearing heavy armor. Accustomed to living underground, you have a superior vision in dark and dark conditions. In darkened light, you can see at 20 meters from you, as if it were bright light, and in the dark, as if there was
dimmed light. You can't tell the color in the dark, just shades of gray. You have an advantage in saving throws against poison, and you have resistance to venom damage (explained in the Fight section). You have professionalism with a hatchet, a hand, a light hammer and a warhammer. You gain
professionalism with the artisanal tools of your choice: Smith's tools, brews or Mason's tools. Whenever you do a verification of intelligence (history) related to the origin of the stone work, it is considered that you are qualified in the history of skills and add double your professionalism bonus to the check,
instead of your normal professionalism bonus. You can speak, read and write Common and Dwarvish. The dwarf is full of hard soniers and gutural sounds, and characteristics are spilled into any other language that the midget might speak. Speak.
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